Rgure 1: View of the fibre gyro system (INFOG 2000) developed by Prof. Schriidw at
fhe FH Offenbum. 7he coll wHh 1100 m
polarlratlon meintalnlng fibre has 26 cm
dlametar and is Inslde the thermally stablllked
and magnetIcaI/y shielded square box (gyro
hew mounted fw test puon a mtation t a ~ e .he smell confro/ box, which can
be sepai-atd mom man 15 metres from the
&?ym
head* mtains the Ibht source @LEO at
1280 nm) end the delectw and &liveis the
condltloned gym output signal. (Photo: FH
mneurg).
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stitut fiir Physikalische Sensorik at the
Fachhochschule Offenburg (FHO), Qermany, started with a theoretical investigation of thls concept in view of the
specific requirements in astronomical
telescopes and came up with a proposal
for a fibreher gyro combination in order to cover the pointing as well as

tracking phase in telescope operation.
A first prototype for the fibre- gyro part
has recently been completed at the FHO
(see Fig. 1) which would already meet
the VLT requirements for tracking with
an accuracy of better than 0.1 arcsec
over 30 seconds, and a resolution higher than 0.02 amsac. Commercially avail-

able systems currently do not provide
this accuracy and resolution. The con. - . which
struction fw an Improved version
will be delivered to ESO (3) and tested
on the Nrr next year has just started.
This fibre gyro will be combined with a
commercially available hser gyro covering the faster slewing and nointina
operations of the telescope. A litto;
LTN-90 laser gyro system has been
considered for thls.
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Multi-Object Spectroscopy with an Automatic Fibre
Positioning System in a One-Degree Field
First Technical Run of MEFOS at the Prime Focus of the 3.6-m Telescope
R. BELLENGER, M. DREUX, P. FELENBOK, A. FERNANDQ, J. GUERlN and R. SCHMIDT,
DAEC, Observatoire de Paris-Meudon, France
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I.lntroductlon
Several scientific programmes require
the acquisition of a large number of
spectra to build up a statistically significant: sample of data. Typical examples
of this category are studies of galaxies
in clwtm or In the field and surveys of
QSO candidates and pecullar stars in
selected galactic regions or in nearby
galaxies. In the last decade, optical fibres have been successfully used in
gathering the light of dierent targets
spread over the field of a telescope to a
common spectrograph slid and thus to
speed up the process of data collection.

In the first generation of instruments
of this type, tlw fibres typically between 40 an 100 are manually inserted
In prdrflled plates mounted at:the focal
plane of the telescopes. The ESO facllity
OPTOPUS (1986, ESO Operating Manual No, 6)is based on this principle and is
sucoessfully in operation at the la Sllla
3.6-m telescope since 1986 as a common usep instrument. Its performance
has recently b n upgraded with the
introduction of two new fibre bundles
and of a new F/6 collimator (Avila and
O'Odorico, 1991, preprint). The plat8
drilling operation has recently been
transferred to the ESO workshop at La
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Silla. In the second generation of fibre
instruments, which came into use more
recently, the pcwitionlng of the fibres in
the field is done automatically at the
telescope in order to skip the need of
the predrilled plates and to retain realtime control of the fibre poshion. Systems of this type have been prototyped
by HIll and Lesser at the Steward Observatory (1988, Proceedings of the 9th
Santa Cruz Workshop, ed.S. C. M e n ,
p. 2331, by Parry and Gray at the AngloAustralian Telescope (1986, SPlE 627,
118) and by Ingerson et al. at Cem
Tololo (1491,in preparation).
In 1989 ESO concluded an agreement

with the Obsewatoire de Paris, then led
@ the late Pierre Charvin, to have an
automatic fibre posltloning device built
b r the prime f m s of the 3.6-m telescope. The concept of the Instrument
W a s inspired by the systems built at the
Stewsrd Qbsmatory and at C m Tolob, but It includes m e original
Wum. It hm the advantage of shorter
setting time the arms can mow In
parallel and it gives the passibilky to
w i l y eotrect for atmmphertc dlffrrtction
and to improve the sky subtraction by
switching between object and sky fibres
during the exposures. The agreement
foresees that the g m p led by Paul
Felenbok at the DAEC department in
Meudon will design and build the f i i
positioning and target aoquisM~n/gulding units whih €SO will deliver the fibre
optics bundle and take care of the Interface to
telescope and the existing
W i n g spemograpfr. The instrument
schedule foresees t
h final instailation
at the telescope by the last quarter of
1992. In Janumy 1991, a prototype version of the instrument named MEFOS
(Meudon-ESO Fibre Opttcs Spectrograph), was tested at La Silla This article gives an overall vlew of the instru-
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ment and briefly repwts on the results of
the first hlescope test.

2The MEFOS Project
At the ESO 3.5m telescope prime
foeus, using ttw triplet mmctw, a flat,
cwmted field of one degree diameter is

uration in one Of the cwdh rooms of the

telescope.

lhe output ends of the image Bbre
bundlesare projectedonto a CCD viewing camera fixed to the structure of
MEFOS and used for target recognition
and centring.

available for faint-object S p e C ~ O ~ p y . 2.I PodtfoningAtYns
MEFOS Is designed to pick up targets
Figure 2 shows the 30 positioning
wer thls field. Fgure 1 shows its overall
structure. Four main s u b ~ p t mm
s n be m s wlthut the tips cmylng the fiidentified: the p d i c n i n g arms, the fibre bres during ths integration on thdr
opt& the acquisition and guiding sys- support flange. This flange is InterfaOed
tem and the ywtmgraph. Thew are 30 to the top of the prime focus triple
positioning m s arranged In a clrcle at cormtor unit. It can b tilted in order to
the d g e of the field, each of ttrem carry- match the plane of motion of the fibres
ing two spectroscopic fibres and one to the telescope focal plane. Rgure 3
Image flbre bundle. The FM input aper- illustrates the dwign of one positioning
ktre of the beam at the prime focus is arm. Each am sweepe a triangular zone
welt suited for the best performance of by miation and translation, R is actithe fibres as far as the focal ratlo dsgra- vated by W3 motors coupled to optical
dation Is con&.
No front knsa are encoden. The distance between me
needed at the fibre top ends. The bundle two spectroscopic fibres is 3 mm or 59
of spectroscopic fibres Is guided to the arcsec on the sky.
C a w r a i n w e where it is interfaced
to a modified Baller and Chlvens swWraph. This could be substiied In
The two singb fibres used for speothe Mure by a dedicated M c h spectrograph mounted In a shtloimy config- troscopy have the same projected apw-
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The polished input fibre ends d i m l y
pkk up the H3.1 beams at the prime
focus. The output mds, arranged on a
lirw to form the sllt of the spectrograph,
feed a F13 dtoptric collimator Mted to an
exidng B&C spectrograph. With these
apertures, the focal ratio degradation
along the fibre is mlnlrn3 an average of
90% of the light is recovered by the
collimator. The fibre a&smpt[onand the
reflection l o w at the f i b ends am not
Included, but they are estimated to be of
the order of 10% at visual-red
wwdengths. By the process of d%radatton of the focal mtto at the ftbre output the central obscuration shadow
of the Cassegrain telescope is partially
fllled In. For this reason, we have avoided
the use of camera optics with central
obscuratlons In the spectrograph.
The image fibre bundles have a surface of 1.Qx 1.9 mrn, 1.9. 36 x 38 arcsec
on the sky.

Figure 2: MEFOS top dew wlth all 30 positimm, 8 arms are shown W#I their drive cards, Tim
f i b r e s e r e n o f ~ .

ture on the sky: 2.6 arcsec (35
I pm). The
fibm length neededto llnk MEFOS to the
spectrograph located in the Cassegratn
cage is 21 m. For the ffrst run at La Silla
we used Polymim FBP fibres. This type
of fibre shows a flat transmission btwem 500 and 1200 nm, as illustrated
by the continuous Hne in Figure 4. To
increase the efficiency In the blue
wavelength region (350-450 nm) we will
use In the future the so-called "wet"
fibma. As shown by the dashed ltne in
Figure 4, this kind of fibre Is much more
transparent in the blue but exhlbb water absorption bands In the n ~ - i M e d
region.

Flgure 3: Demedred v W of one ~ & O I ? B T . A
H g h p m B h m w (7) with e 0.5-mm
fs ~ f w f f m m d a I m o ~ t o f t h e a Ar m .
switch (2) provldas Me deflnlth d the z#v
r e ~ p d n t w f t h a ~ d I ~ . A
D C m o t o r p ~ k t e w ~ f o a n o p ~ ~
{4)kKthemd~Irnawment,~)and(byarefhe
~ a n d t h e ~ l o r t h e ~ t i o n d t h e
armMthephrDtm T
h
e
w
fibres &a krmIled by (al and @), the Imege
Hbre bundle by (4.

2.3 AcquIsItion and GuidingSystem
@Qlsl
Ffgure 1 shows the scheme of the unit
which is mounted on a plate abwe the
arms. All the output ends of the Image
fibre bundles are packed together and
projected onto a CCD by two photoobjectives, giving a scale of 50.8 pm/
arcsec. t3efore the beginning of an observation each arm moves the image
fibre bundle to the calculated position of
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hS assigned target. A short CCD integration then gives subimages of all 30
targets. These are proceswd to comPute the exacf object positions with respect to the skgle spectroscopic ftbres
on the corresponding arms. Finally the
arms are moved by the computed off-

Ann w3

B = I W x=0.06
Exposure:lh R=3M W=50

sets and the integration of the spectra
can ba started.

I

19 prn, cooled with a two-stage Peltier

38

The acquisition camera uses a Thorn-

device to about -60°C. Lawer temperatures are not needed because the exFosure time wlll never exceed a few
minutes and the read-out noise is small
compared to the sky photon noise. A
12-bit ND wnvelter is used in the cammrclal CCD control camera leading to
a sufficient dynamical range and to a
fast read-out.
As shown in Figure 1, the acquisition
system Is placed In such a way that a
separate TV camera can monitor the
centre of the field by means of a third
photo-objective. A movable 45' mirror
may be inserted to project the image
fibres on this TV camera In this position.
the automatic gulding of the telescope
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Figure 5: Exampla of a sky subtracted specbum of a galaxy, obtained wnh MEFOS.
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can be achieved with me image flbm
pointing to a conveniently bright star in
the fmld. If such a star cannot be seen
on any of the image fibre bundles, one
of the arms must be mo\ned to end it.
2.4 Control of the lmtwmtmt

An Olvetti M300 PC/AT Is used for
the general control of the positloners
and the Acquisition and Guiding module. The arms are driven by a central
master card located in the PC, Thh card
is connected through two optical fibers
to slave cards located m each posit i o n ~ .Both cards, master and staves,
are based on 8 bit 80451 and 80535
rni~~~promssors,
respactively.
The mordinates of the arm podons
are stored In the master card. Ttw M e r
q u e t i m and sends commands to all
the arm$ once well meiv6d and acknowledged, these commands are executed by the arms. The a m m e
therefwe simultaneously and the maximum time to set up a fidd configurrrtion
from fhg upakinguposhion is less than

A Distant View of

5mhutes with a repeatabllZty of 10pn
(0.19 arcsec). The master microcontroller continuously scans the whole system. By questioning the master card,
the user can obsewe in "real tlme" me
dynamlc state of the system.
Communications &tween the master
and the slaves are done in serial at a
data rate of 375 Kbaud. The two optical
fibres (transmit and receive) have a
length of 75 m and are provided with an
error-detection procedure.
The software that drives the whole
instrument is written In C. The user provides files stored m floppy disks with
the object coordinates a and 6 in the
fields of interest. T h w coordinates are
converted in r, 6 coordinate6 in the Mescope focal plane. The o b j e c t - t m
assignment is made by software using
the Hungarian algorithm for the best
match and to avoid colliions. The coordinates stored In the master card are
then distributed to the assigned m s ,
whkh first mwe the image fibres to the
objects. The prqgramme eventually
takes cam of moving the arms to set the

spectroscopic fibres on the targets as
explained in section 2.3.
2.5 Spechgraph

The Baller & Chkrms apecmgmph
has been adapted to the use- with
MEFOS. The standard Ff3 pamhllc
mirror used as collimator and the
Schrnldt camera have h n replaced by
two fully dioptric elements, an F/3 oollimator and an F/2 camwa, respectively.
With this new conflguratfon the fibrespectrograph matching is optimal. As
was mentioned above, the light losses
at the central okuration of the camera
are avoided and the focal ratio degradation at F/3 is minimal. During the first
test observation in January 1991, the
spectrograph detector was a Tektronix
CCD with 512x512 pixels of 27 pm. fhe
fibre output ends project a diameter of
86 pm or about 3 pixels on the detector.
The usual complement of gmtlngs and
corresponding dispersions of the 13 & C
spe&ograph in the OPTOPUS canfigurntation Is available to the o b s e r v ~ ~ ~ .

. . .Las Campanas

With reference to the article by W.C. K d In an earlier h u e of the Messenger(65,p. 29) in whlch a distant view of La Silla was repradueed,
I shrwld like to hforrn the readers that spectacular views of an observatory are am available to vlsmng astronomem at La Sllta I d f .
Thls photo was taken during my last vlJt to La SIlla on May 2,1991, around 18.00 from the 1-m telescope. From my experienceas a long-time
La SiHa resident astronomer, the rrml favourable epochs af the year are am around one and a half months Wore and after the June solllm.
TH. LE BERTRE WMIRM, &servetdre da Paris, Francej

3. Rrst Technical Run at the 3.6-m
Telescope
The first test run of MEFOS at La Silla
took place from January 30 to February 7, 1991. The final instrument structure was used but with nine positioning
arms only. The goal of the observing run
was to check the tdeseop interfams
and to practise all instrument mounting
and adjustment procedures. The fibre
Output slit could be mounted either at
the spectrograph collimator or at a
Photomultiplier to verify the accuracy of
the fibre centring. The whole system
(including the read-out of the photornultipler) was controlled by the instrument
PC In the Control Room.
The spectral callbrations and flatflelds were performed using the Optopus flange mounted, as usual, on the
Cassegrain adapter. The lamps sent the
bwms directly to the prime focus
through the central hole of the main
mirror. They were controlled together
With the spectrograph CCD by the OPTOFUS software package running on
the HP 1000 telescope computer.
Apart from minor dlfflculties in the
mechanical installation and In the control software, the main problems were

encountered In the object acquisition: at TOPUS by C. Balkowsky and R. Kraanthe beginningthe m s were not able to Kotteweg. The field acquisition exporeach the correct positions. This was sure time of 5 min and the spectral exttaced down to a sllghtly erroneous val- posure time of 1 hour proved to be
ue of the scale we were using. After this sufficient for the purpose. The spectrum
correction, the flnal position of the arms displayed in Figure 5 is from a galaxy of
=
t=0.06 and reaches a signalwas still not fully satisfactory because r n ~ 18.6,
the programme did not yet include the to-noise ratio of SO. An actual measurefield distortion. Nevertheless, once the ment of the relative efficiency of MEFOS
objects were bmught inside the imag9 and OPTOPUS is almost lmpossibte b e
fibres and analysed with the acquisition cause of the strong dependenceon see
programme, the arms could send the ing. A computation which takes Into
spectral fibres to the objects with rela- account telescope, fibre and spectrotivety gmd accuracy: better than 0.4 graph effects indicates that MEFOS
arcsec. Two factors contributed to this should be approximately 25% more efuncertainty: the sphericat aberration ficient than OPTOPUS.
produced by the non-perfect aIlgnment
of the trlplet corntor, and small drlfts in Acknowledgements
the tracking of the tdescope during the
The design and construction of this
acquisition exposure time. In the
laboratory the procedure of target Instrument was done under the responacquisition and displacement of the sibility of And& Collin and the mechaniarms to put the spwtrd fibre in front of cal workshop of the CNRS at Bellevue.
the object yields an accuracy of better We are gratefut to Danbl Hofstadt for hfs
continuous support of the project, to at1
than 10 pm or 0.17".
In the last three nights of the run, a colleagues who helwd us during the
number of sclentlfic exposures were ob- test in Chile In particular A. Gilliotte, M.
tained. The most important exposure Maugis and 0. Lavln and to P. Focardi
was on a field of galaxies with mag- for her help in the data reduction.
nitudes between 17.5 and 18.6. This
field had been observed before with OP-
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News on ESO Instrumentation
S. D'ODORICO, €SO
1. EMMl

Figure 1 shows one MOS obssnrlng se- blue- or red-optimized mirrors and the
EMMI, the ESO Multi-Mode lnsttu- quence, Table 1 lists the main parame- blue and red beamsplitter prism below
ment, Is in regular operation at the Nas- ters and compares them with the equi- the slit is replaced by a dichroic prism.
All types of coatings represent state-ofmyth 0 focus of the MlT since valent facility in EFOSC1 at the 3.6-rn.
the-art coatlng technology. The absaNovember 1990 (see The Messenger61,
lute efficiencies as measured in the ESO
P. 51). In March and April of -1991 part of
Spectmscopy
optical laboratwy are shown in Figure 2.
the EMMl team (H. Dekker as project 1.2Medium-Dispersan
with the Dichroic
The EMMl control software fully
Coordinator and optlcal engineer, J.L
Uzon for opto-mechanical integration
The OlMD mode is now dso in opera- supports the DlMD mode and allows
and testing, A Longhotti and Q. Raffi tion. In this configulgtion the slit is fed parailel exposures (but sequential readfor the control sotware,R. Reiss for the by a wide-hand minor instead of the out) of the two CCDs.
CCD and the author for the astronomical
tests) was again on the mountain for a
number of upgrades on the instrument. TABLE t : MOS in EMMI and (for00mpehOn) EFaSCl
These are shortly summarized below.
EFOSCl
EMM1

The operation and the first results of
the MOS mode of EMMl have been deScribed in the Messenger No. 63. Further work was needed to refine the object selection software,for slight modiflcations of the hardware and to prepare
a user interface. The work is now completed and the mode is in operation.

Wavelength range (A)
Field (arcmin)
Punch field (arcrnin)

Apertureshape
Hole dze (amec)

No. objects per field (typical)
Punchingmachlne
' Available O c t o k 1981.

4200-10000
10x10
5x8
slit
1.3 x 8.8
1.9X8.6"
10-30
on line Ion EMMI)

3600-10000
3.6x 5.8
3.6x -4
circ. hols
2.1

3.6
5-15
ofl Ilne (control room)

